In approximately one century (1914-2014) the world has witnessed two world wars, each promising to “end all wars” and each leaving the world in a bigger mess than it was before.

A so called “cold” war, whose blazing fires consumed peoples, nations and souls followed, and it too ended with the promise of peace in “a new world order!” Of course, we all know what followed: Nation-sponsored terrorism, suicidal Islamic fundamentalism, escalating nuclear race and deeper sense of global insecurity than ever before!

On a regional level, the Middle East bested its history of 4000 years of instability and bloody conflicts with what was called the “Arab Spring” which proved to be the “Arab Fall” as we predicted in 2012.

Here’s an excerpt of what we wrote then in an Article titled, Arab Spring – Arab Fall:

The “revolutions” that started in Tunisia and quickly swept the Arab countries, from the ocean to the gulf, have been collectively referred to as the “Arab Spring”. Yet the forecast in the “Arab world” looks like anything but spring! Not even summer!

And while we may not be able to help prevent the Arab Spring from skipping summer straight into fall, we may be able to help avoid the chill of winter.

Fortunately, it is possible to salvage the enormous wreckage that was created (and continues to be created) by the “Arab Fall” if we turn our energy from man-made disasters into healthcare reforms. There is overwhelming evidence that healthcare services and healthcare training are at a critical juncture; and unless radical reforms are enacted promptly, the consequences could be dire and the damage may prove irreversible.